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Ripasso del programma svolto nell’anno precedente: 

 possessive adjectives and pronouns; 
 To be: simple present; uses and formation; 
 To have: simple present; uses and formation; 
 simple present: use  and formation; 
 present continuous: use and formation; 
 Word order: subject +verb + object +mode +place +time 

UNIT  7 PAST EVENTS 

 Grammar: 
 Past simple of verb to be; 
 Past simple of regular verbs: affirmative and negative; 
 Prepositions of motion; 
 Past simple of regular verbs: questions and answers; 

 
Vocabulary 
 Past adverbial phrases; 
 Years; 
 Adjectives of feeling 

 

UNIT 8 TRAVEL  

Reading: Rowan Atkinson (Mr. Bean)  

Grammar: 
 Past simple of irregular verbs: affirmative and negative; 
 Past simple of irregular verbs: questions and answers; 
 Past simple with ago 

 
Vocabulary:  
 Transport 
 Holidays activities 
 landscape 
 

UNIT 9 MY WORLD 

Grammar:  



 Whose ….? 
 Possessive adjectives and pronouns; 
 Countable and uncountable nouns with much, many, a lot of, a few, a little; 
 Like and would like; 

 

UNIT 10 CHOICES 

Reading: Strange Festival   

Grammar:  

 Comparative and superlative of short adjectives; 
 Comparative and superlative of long adjectives; 
 Which + indefinite pronoun one/ones; 
 too+ adjective 

 
Vocabulary  
 Clothes; 
 Adjectives of quality; 

 

UNIT 11 BIG EVENTS  

Reading : The Next Big Thing; We’re rehearsing tomorrow; Saving the world  

Grammar: 

 to be going to 
 present  continuous for future 
 want+ infinitive 
 want+ object pronoun + infinitive. 

 
 Vocabulary: Types of music 
 

 

UNIT 13 TECHNOLOGY 

Grammar: 

 will for future predictions 
 first conditional 
 will for decisions/ promises 
 will and shall for offers 

Vocabulary:  

 Computer language  
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